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Abstract 

If the implementation of on site robotics is the aim of the construction industry 
to build better and smarter, current robotics implementations must aim for the 
implementation of real time perception that could enable close loop systems for 
improved on site construction. Can we improve object detection and point cloud 
segmentation using recent algorithms for fast object recognition? Recent algorithms 
for fast object recognition and segmentation can help to improve better point cloud 
segmentation due to their speed and embedded capacity to generate masks that 
eliminate intermediate steps in cleaning point clouds. We propose the generation 
of a new pipeline for real time point cloud segmentation using YOLACT[1] as an 
alternative to FasterRCNN [2] for object detection. The main goal of our work is to 
generate a pipeline for real time object detection and pose detection from RGB-D 
data. 

 

1 Introduction 

Automation in architectural design and construction has been a though goal to reach since the 
beginning of CAD more than 50 years ago. The promise of augmentation by automation generated 
ideas and imaginaries related to the idea about how not only computers but also robots in general 
would take over the AEC industry for building a better future replacing humans in most tasks at a 
cognitive but also at a physical level. Marvin Minsky’s prediction was that near year 2000 robots 
would surpass in every way human capabilities in not only design enveavors but also on site (citar 
la cita que hace Wright steenson). However, lack of computational power but not so much lack of 
appropriate hardware was bestowed as the responsible of the sweet promise of augmentation by 
automation is taking longer than expected. Nowadays, with advances in Machine learning and the 
capacity of processing enormous quantities of data, AEC industry is living a reborn enthusiasm about 
achieving finally robust processes for making the augmentation by automation finally a reality. 
On one hand, over the last 20 years AEC industry have adopted in some cases automation as a  
way of improving off site construction automating the construction of architectural components 
decreasing on site complexity in terms of assemblies and hand labor (poner referencia como imagen 
o algo así). On the other hand, universities —in special architecture schools related to computational 
design programs- have adopted the use of robotics at a laboratory level to expand the uses of robotic 
arms and in general CNC machines for the development of not only architectural components but 
workflows that could enable the implementation of successful automated construction. Nevertheless, 
on site automated construction remains still a major problem for the AEC industry due to the many 
complexity layers that reality - beyond the controlled environment set up in a lab- add to the process 
in relation to cope with the ever changing conditions of an uncontrolled environment. 
Most of the implementations of robotics in architecture, have managed close to perfection precision, 
repeatability and variability of robot actions while enabling a wide range of advanced projects and 
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techniques not only for optimizing but bringing to reality full scale complex shapes. However, real 
world constraints bring a layer of complexity that requires new processes that enable closed loop 
implementations enabling not only precision, variability and repeatability but also adaptability of the 
process developed. 
Robotic perception is a popular field in robotics and computer science in which the aspect of intelligent 
robotic manipulation has developed important knowledge that can be applied to on site construction. 
Currently, many implementation of machines such as autonomous vehicles, humanoid or animal shape 
robots, incorporated deep perception systems that allow them to act in real physical environments 
outside lab setups. Aspects of object detection and recognition, grasping and optimization according 
to path planning and clash detection , angular velocities and torque control are areas where the 
implementation of robotics is generating enormous improvements with the help of Deep learning. 
In this paper we present a novel approach that tackles specifically on robotic perception for intelligent 
robotic manipulation. Through our implementation, we try to answer the question of how robotic 
systems can perceive and recognize crucial data to cope with environment’s complexity and enable 
more secure, and successful on site construction processes. Moreover„ through the use of deep 
perception -that is, the I use of 3D information in real time- we develop a system that can detect and 
recognize objects in realtime while at the same time produce crucial three dimensional data such as 
object real world position and rotation, as well as volumetric shape for improved object’s grasping. 
In our implementation, our system generated promising results for the implementation of close loop 
systems for on site construction and assembly of robotic components. Our implementation is capable 
of achieving solid 16 frames per second speed while processing video and 3D point cloud feeds 
allowing a robust system that delivers precise object’s information. 
Current techniques for object detection in real time video have improved considerably in the pasts 
4 years with the development of more efficient algorithms that can take full advantage of GPU’s 
computing power. Algorithms such as Fast RCNN[2], FasterRCNN [3] , YOLO[4] or SSD[5] 
emerged as powerful object detectors achieving great speed either in pictures or videos. However, 
when working with 3D data to perform object detection 
New algorithms for fast object recognition and segmentation can help to improve better point 
cloud segmentation due to its speed and embedded capacity to generate masks that can eliminate 
intermediate steps in cleaning point clouds. The main problem for implementing object detection and 
segmentation in point clouds using real time video feed from RGBD cameras is the use of powerful 
yet slow algorithms such as FAST RCNN that are able - in powerful computers- do very accurate 
detections but at an average of 5fps. 

 

 

Figure 1: YOLACT implemented in common 
objects present in the YCB dataset 

Figure 2: YOLACT implemented under 
highly occluded environments 

 

We propose a new pipeline for real time point cloud segmentation using YOLACT[1][2]as an 
alternative to FasterRCNN for object detection. Our goal is to generate a pipeline for real time object 
detection and pose detection from RGB-D video feed. 

 
One question that emerges is Why YOLACT? Given our idea to merge a fast 2D object detector with 
point cloud processing in real time, a balance between speed and performance was needed. YOLACT 
is a proven One shot CNN object detector capable of achieving over 30 fps and over 29.8m AP while 
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returning high accuracy segmentation masks the performance MS COCO using a single GPU1. 
 
 

Figure 3: Yolact architecture based on prototype mask generation to speed up detection accuracy 
 

Moreover, compared to state of the art object other single shot detectors such as YOLO or SSD, 
YOLACT produces high quality masks[3 instead of bounding boxes which help to eliminate further 
undesired noise generated from applying bounding boxes instead of object masks to perform       
the segmentation. Furthermore, this characteristics of YOLACT  is the one that -in hypothesis-  
will generate a better and faster implementation for Point cloud segmentation reducing important 
computationally intensive steps in workflows like the one presented in Pset 4.2. 

 
 

2 Implementation 
 
 

 
Figure 4: General diagram for our implementation 

 
Our implementation consisted in the integration of different data inputs such as RGB and Depth data 
into a single pipeline that returns a clean segmented point cloud. Taking data from an Intel Real 
Sense 415 camera, we separated both RGB data (video) and point cloud data (np array XYZ) for 

1"We present a simple, fully-convolutional model for real- time instance segmentation that achieves 29.8 
mAP on MS COCO at 33.5 fps evaluated on a single Titan Xp, which is significantly faster than any previous 
competitive approach" 
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individual processing. Video is processed through YOLACT to generate detections and point cloud 
data is processed through pydrake and meshcat to get an oriented point cloud in space. The gen- 
eral implementation describes the main workflow which is explained in detail in the following section. 

 
Before implementing our pipeline for realtime video feed, we replicated pset 4.2 using the 
segmentation masks instead of bounding boxes in single images. In terms of speed, our pipeline 
includes less steps than the ones of the original pset 4.2 and the results are cleaner and better -in 
terms of noise and accuracy of segmentation- than the ones using FastRCNN[5],[6]. 

 
 

 

Figure 5: Point cloud segmentation using 
FASTRCNN 

Figure 6: Point cloud segmentation using 
Yolact 

 

3 Methods 

Our approach can be broken into four components: data collection, data analysis, Object detection, 
pipeline integration and Point cloud segmentation. Each of these parts are detailed below[7]. 

 
 

3.1 Pipeline and Setup 

A major challenge to produce a scalable pipeline was building a server which enabled simultaneous 
streaming of different components, for multiple clientes, required for “real-time” point-cloud 
segmentation. 

 

3.1.1 Intel RealSense Camera 

The RealSense Camera (Model 415) 2 provides RGB3, as well as depth data 4 tethered via USB to 
the computer. The Camera itself does not provide streaming from multiple clients and thus a server is 
required. To implement the camera using python we relied heavily on code-snippets provided by 
Intel-RealSense’s Github repositories 5. Two examples we found particularly helpful, one which 
provided the code for aligning RGB – data with the depth – data stream 6, as well as code which helps 

 
2https://store.intelrealsense.com/buy-intel-realsense-depth-camera-d415.html 
3RGB sensor resolution - 1920*1080 – 30fps 
4Depth sensor resolution - 1280*720 – 30fps 
5https://github.com/IntelRealSense 
6https://github.com/IntelRealSense/librealsense/blob/master/wrappers/python/ 

examples/align-depth2color.py 

https://store.intelrealsense.com/buy-intel-realsense-depth-camera-d415.html
https://github.com/IntelRealSense
https://github.com/IntelRealSense/librealsense/blob/master/wrappers/python/examples/align-depth2color.py
https://github.com/IntelRealSense/librealsense/blob/master/wrappers/python/examples/align-depth2color.py
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to calculate actual depth-vectors from the depth stream7, which makes heavy use of the “Opencv”- 
library 8. Furthermore we reduced the effective resolution to 640*480 for both streams to reduce the 
overall data-size to be streamed for higher display-fidelity later-on. 

 
 

3.1.2 Yolact implementation 

Yolact and the provided repository 9 served as starting-point for our code. The Yolact repository 
provides several data sets to start off with, and due to time-constraints we decided the provided 
– pretrained model and weights of the COCO-data set 10. This data set provides classes also 
found in the YCB dataset. We used a scorecutoffof 0.7andlimitedtheclassificationtok = 
1classatthetime, weadditionallyfilteredtheclassestoonlyrecognizeY CB 
likeobjects.Weheavilymodifiedthemain   ıeval.pyfiletomakeitsuitableforourpurposes, includingtwofunctionswh 
shapedmask[Fig.1]aswellasthecurrentoutlineofthecurrentlytrackedobject. 

 
 

3.1.3 Flask streaming server 

In order to connect all the services together, we created a Flask-server 11 which provides endpoints to 
the Yolact-Masks, as well as RGB and depth-streams. Utility functions handle the calculation of 
the pointcloud-vectors and pair them with the correct masks. The server provides data for multiple 
clients and handles streams and requests asynchronously. 

 
 

3.1.4 Client and Jupyter Notebook 

Finally the in the client file, we receive current RGB-data, pointcloud-vectors, box-mask and 
outline-mask. To optimize the cropping we first crop the pointcloud to the box-mask and then we 
loop over the outline-mask to crop the object more precisely. This approach allowed for better 
processing speeds, so that we ended up with a refresh – rate of around 10 - 12 frames a second. 

 
 

4 Results 
 

4.1 Output quality 

Because of the integration of many threads happening in parallel in our pipeline, a performance drop 
was expected. The final speed is around 10 fps in a dual 1080ti configuration running the server. 
Detection and segmentation -in spite of the average speed- demonstrated to be very accurate and with 
similar quality compared to our initial 2d Test [8]. 

 
 

4.2 Occluded objects 

In terms of robustness of our implementation, the segmentation in occluded scenarios worked properly 
due to the stability of yolact predictions[9]. Nevertheless, because of limitations of the implementation 
over network, streaming from a laptop needs more work due to a sudden lag in the mask streaming 
causing some noise. In general, the segmentation works as expected with a minimum delay in the 
local server maintaining the aforementioned speeds. 

 
7https://github.com/IntelRealSense/librealsense/blob/development/wrappers/python/ 

examples/opencv_pointcloud_viewer.py 
8https://opencv.org/ 
9https://github.com/dbolya/yolact 

10https://github.com/cocodataset/cocoapi 
11https://flask.palletsprojects.com/en/1.1.x/ 

https://github.com/IntelRealSense/librealsense/blob/development/wrappers/python/examples/opencv_pointcloud_viewer.py
https://github.com/IntelRealSense/librealsense/blob/development/wrappers/python/examples/opencv_pointcloud_viewer.py
https://opencv.org/
https://github.com/dbolya/yolact
https://github.com/cocodataset/cocoapi
https://flask.palletsprojects.com/en/1.1.x/
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Figure 7: final pipeline 
 
 
 

Figure 8: Real time point cloud segmentation at 9 fps 
 
 
 

4.3 Determining object’s rigid transform 

 
One area that needs more development is object’s pose estimation. Although we were able to 
calculate the oriented bounding box for the detected objects and its rigid transform using pydrake[10], 
more work is needed to deal with sudden noise provoked by sudden bottlenecks in OpenCV 
framebuffer. Some heuristics for managing a certain threshold for point culling and some kind of 
buffer on client’s side are necessary specially for getting stable frame rate in non ideal scenarios such 
as exteriors or complex geometry scenarios. 
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Figure 9: testing in occluded scenarios 

 

Figure 10: Estimating oriented bounding box and rigid transform 

 
5 Contribution and conclusions 

Far from a perfect implementation, our project successfully integrated a novel way to process and 
segment point clouds in real time. Hardware limitations and development time are limitations that 
can be eliminated with some optimizations on the code side. Moreover, although the frame rate is far 
from ideal for real manipulation, our approach shows an alternative method for segmenting point 
clouds dynamically 

 
We found that merging 2D detection with 3D depth data resulted in a useful methodology that could 
be used in: 
- Pose estimation in a point cloud (as opposed to DOPE with generates pose estimation using 
bounding boxes). 
- Implementing algorithms such as RRT for path finding in realtime. 
- Scenarios where more detailed context and object data is necessary. 
- Potentially implement this methodology for a Pset so students can work with retrieving data from 
the lab setup in realtime. 
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